
As organizations continue to move their workloads to 
the cloud, the attack surface concurrently expands 
with this new growth. This means organizations need 
not only the right people but intelligent automation 
to monitor and detect these new threats in real time. 

Built on AWS’s robust cloud infrastructure, Devo 
optimizes  threat detection and incident response 
(TDIR) through a unified intelligent SIEM, SOAR, and 
UEBA platform. This dynamic collaboration enhances 
the efficiency of security operations and provides 
a comprehensive view of the cloud environment, 
allowing businesses to stay one step ahead of 
potential risks.

The Devo Platform and Intelligent SIEM combine 
integrated SIEM, UEBA, SOAR, TDIR, and AI, delivering 
a significant leap forward in SecOps Management. 
Running on AWS and connecting directly to the AWS 
Security Hub and AWS Security Data Lake, Devo’s 
Multi-layer AI, coupled with behavioral analytics, 
improves threat detection while substantially 
reducing MTTR times. AI-driven task automation 
complements analysts’ knowledge with ML-based 
threat identification and response techniques. 
A cloud-native SaaS platform ingests data at 
machine speed and scales dynamically at a 
predictable cost while delivering value as a zero 
administrator asset. Resources can be repurposed 
for threat detection or returned to the business
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Customer Challenge
Today, customers need not only real-time detection and the ability to reduce noisy alerts but also the 
scalability to match their growing data needs, all while balancing costs. 

Our Solution 
With a focus on AI, The Devo Platform facilitates the fastest detection and response times while reducing 
TCO by 20-50%. The Devo Intelligent SIEM transforms security operations with 400 days of hot data storage. 

Why are we different?
Built on top of AWS, Devo delivers a  true Cloud-Native SIEM, which combines the power of people with 
intelligent automation to defend expanding attack surfaces. Devo delivers on the promise of Speed, Scale, 
and AI for transformative security. 

Programs and Competencies
Devo is an AWS-certified Advanced partner. 

Here are some of our customers

Get Started
Start with Devo and AWS today. Visit devo.com/aws to learn more and fill in the form to hear back from us. 
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Devo is the only cloud-native security analytics platform that 
combines the power of people and intelligent automation to 
confidently defend expanding attack surfaces. An ally in keeping 
your organization secure, Devo augments security teams with AI 
— enabling you to continuously scale SOC efficiency, increase the 
speed of threat detection and response, and gain greater clarity to 
empower bold action, minimize risk, and maximize outcomes. Learn 
more at www.devo.com.

http://devo.com/aws

